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ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF NORMAL 
AND NONNORMAL HOLOMORPHIC MAPPINGS 

BY KYONG T. HAHN1 

Let Q be a bounded domain in C™ with Kobayashi metric fcn a&d the 
corresponding differential metric KQ. Let N be a hermitian manifold with 
hermitian inner product hw and hermitian metric d;v. Let M(Q,N) denote 
the class of all holomorphic mappings ƒ : fi —• N. 

In this paper, generalizing the classical notions of normal functions [7], 
Bloch functions [1], regular sequences [9], and F-point sequences [3] of one 
complex variable to holomorphic mappings in H(Q,N) we obtain certain 
relations existing between these notions. (These notions have been generalized 
by several authors. See [4, 10, 11] for example.) These results are then used 
to draw some interesting conclusions on the boundary behavior of normal and 
nonnormal holomorphic mappings. 

The context of this paper and other related results with complete proofs 
will be published elsewhere [5]. 

We shall say that ƒ G U(Ù,N) is: normal if fi is homogeneous, i.e., the 
group of holomorphic automorphisms Aut(fi) is transitive, and the family 
{fotp: <p£ Aut(Q)} forms a normal family (in the sense of H. Wu [12]); Bloch 
if 

(la) Qf s sup{(Qƒ)(*) : z e fi} < oo, 

where 

(lb) m = , p ^ f j f ^ (*e!U€<T). 
Denote by M(Q,N) and B(fi, N) the classes of normal and Bloch mappings 
ƒ : Q —• N, respectively. 

THEOREM 1. Let fi be a homogeneous bounded domain and N a complete 
hermitian manifold. Then B(fi,N) is a proper subset of M(Q,N). If, in par
ticular, N is compact, then 8(fi, N) = M(Q,N). Moreover, if CI is symmetric 
and N is negatively curved, i.e., the holomorphic sectional curvature of N is 
bounded above by a negative constant, then S(fi, N) = #(fi, N). In the opposite 
direction, ifttis strongly pseudoconvex and N = Cn, then S(fi,Cn) contains 
all bounded holomorphic mappings properly. 

Following Seidel and Walsh [9] and Gauthier [3], we shall define a sequence 
{pn} of points in fi to be: regular for ƒ € #(fi, N) if there exists a 6 > 0 such 
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that for every {qn} in fi, with kn(pn,qn) < 6 for all n, 

lim dN(f{pn),f(qn)) = 0; 
n—*oo 

a P-point sequence if there exist a sequence {qn} in fi and an c > 0 such that 

lim M p n , Qn) = 0 but lim sup dN{f(pn), f{qn)) > e. 
n-+oo n-+oo 

See also [11]. 
The following statements are easily seen from the definitions and by ex

amples (see [5]). 
(a) Any regular sequence of an ƒ € #(fi, N) cannot be a P-point sequence. 

Therefore, every P-point sequence is irregular. The converse is, in general, 
false. 

(b) Mappings in B(fi,iV) cannot possess a P-point sequence in fi, while 
mappings in M(tt,N) can for noncompact N. 

(c) If {pn} is a P-point sequence of ƒ G .A/(fi, N) then {ƒ(pn)} is compactly 
divergent in AT in the sense that for each compact E in N there exists an 
no > 0 such that f{pn) £ E torn > no. 

THEOREM 2. Let fi be a homogeneous bounded domain in Cm and N 
compact. Then ƒ G M(Q, N) if and only if ƒ has no P-point sequence in fi. 

Combining Theorems 1 and 2, we obtain 
COROLLARY. Let fi and N be given as in Theorem 2. The following are 

equivalent f or f G M(Q,N). 

{b)limmpzeQ{Qf){z) = oo. 
(c) ƒ has a P-point sequence in fi. 
Suppose that fi is complete with respect to fa. Then a compact exhaustion 

{fin} can be constructed by fin = {z G fi : ka(zo, z) < n}, n = 1,2,..., where 
ZQ is a fixed point in fi. The maps ƒ G fl(fi, N) for which 

(2) lim 
n—•oo 

sup (Qf)(z) 
*€f i \n n 

= 0 

constitute an interesting subclass of S(fi,iV). This subclass will be denoted 
byflo(fi,iV). 

THEOREM 3. Let Q and N be given as in Theorem 2. Then f G Bo(fi, N) 
if and only if every sequence {pn} in fi is regular. 

The standard normal family argument, Ascoli theorem [12], and generalized 
Schwarz lemma [6] are the main tools used in the proofs of Theorems 1-3. 

More relationships between nonnormal holomorphic maps and the existence 
of a P-point sequence are established in the following theorems: 

THEOREM 4. Let fi be a bounded domain in Cm and N any hermitian 
manifold. Suppose there exist sequences {pn} in fi and {rn}, rn > 0, with 
limn-̂ ooCfn/foCPn)) = 0/ where 6Q(Z) denotes the distance form z to dQ, such 
that {f(pn + Tnt)}, ƒ € M{ft,N), converges locally uniformly to a nonconstant 
holomorphic mapping g G #(Cm , N). Then {pn} is a P-point sequence for f. 
If, in particular, fi is homogeneous and N is compact, then f is nonnormal. 
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THEOREM 5. Let fi be a bounded domain in Cm and N a compact manifold. 
If f €X{n,N) satisfies 

(3) supAf(z)6n(z) = oo, 

where Af(z) = s u p ^ ^ hN{f{z),df(z)£) (̂  6 (1,( G Cm), then there exist 
sequences {pn} in fi and {rn}, rn > 0, with linin^oo(^n/fe(Pn)) = 0 such that 
{f{Pn + rnÇ)} converges locally uniformly in Cm to a nonconstant holomorphic 
mapping g € #(0™,^). 

The proofs of Theorems 4 and 5 follow closely the method of [8]. 
An honest generalization of Theorem 1 of [8] to more than one complex 

variable does not hold, as can be shown by an example [5]. This may be due 
to the fact that the "approach region" along the sequence {pn} in fi is much 
less restricted in higher-dimensional cases. But we can prove the following 
generalization using the method of [8]. 

THEOREM 6. Let D be the open unit disc in C and N any compact manifold. 
The family 7 C M{D, N) is normal if and only if for every choice of sequences 
{zn} in D, {fn}, fn e 7, and {rn}, rn > 0, with linin-+oo rn/(l - \zn\) = 0, the 
sequence {fn{?n + *n£)} converges locally uniformly to a constant mapping 
onC 

From this theorem we have the following criterion for the tautness of a 
complex submanifold of a compact hermitian manifold. 

COROLLARY 1. LetX be a closed complex submanifold of a compact her
mitian manifold N. Then X is taut, i.e., M(D,X) is a normal family if and 
only if f or every choice of sequences {zn} in D, {fn} in M(D,X) and {rn}, 
rn > 0, with limn^oo^n/(l — \zn\) = 0, the sequence {fn{zn -I- fn?)} converges 
locally uniformly to a constant on C. 

In particular, we obtain Brody's result [2]. 

COROLLARY 2. A compact complex manifold N is hyperbolic if and only if 
there is no nonconstant holomorphic mapping f : C —• N. 
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